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Using data collected in the region of theYs4Sd resonance with the CLEO-II detector, we report
on the first observation of exclusive decays of theB meson to final states with a charmed baryon.
We have measured the branching fractionsB B2 ! L1c pp
2d ­ s0.6210.2320.20 6 0.11 6 0.10d 3 1023
andB sB0 ! L1c pp1p2d ­ s1.33
10.46
20.42 6 0.31 6 0.21d 3 1023, where the first error is statistical, the
second is systematic, and the third is due to uncertainty in theL1c branching fractions. In addition, we
report upper limits for final states of the formB ! L1c psnpd and L1c psnpdp0, wheresnpd denotes
up to four charged pions. [S0031-9007(97)04176-8]




























ssExclusive reconstruction ofB mesons to final states
with a L1c is essential in understanding the mechanis
for baryon production inB decays, which are expecte
to be dominated byb ! cud transitions via internal or
externalW emission [1]. These processes lead to fin
states of the formB ! QcNX, whereQc ­ L1c , Sc or
higher excitations of the ground state baryons. Inclus
production of the charmed baryonL1c from B meson
decays was first reported by ARGUS [2] and confirm
by CLEO [3]. The fraction ofL1c baryons fromS
11
c
and S0c in B decays is measured to be,16% [4]. The
branching fraction forB decays to charmed baryons
s6.4 6 1.1d% [5]. CLEO has studied theL1c momentum
spectrum inB decays and found that two-body final stat
are suppressed [3]. This motivates a search for multib
final states ofB0 and B2 mesons of the formB !
L1c psnpd and L1c psnpdp0, where snpd is up to four
charged pions. These modes have previously not b
observed. Throughout this study the charge conjug
process is implied.
This analysis is based on2.39 fb21 of data taken at
the Ys4Sd resonance and1.13 fb21 of data taken at a
center-of-mass energy 60 MeV less than theYs4Sd reso-
nance which is below the threshold for producingB me-
son pairs, hereafter referred to as continuum. Assum
equal production rates of charged and neutralB mesons,
a total of2 560 000 6 46 000 charged and an equal num
ber of neutralB mesons are in the data sample. The d
were collected with the CLEO-II detector [6] at the Co
nell Electron Storage Ring (CESR). Charged particles
tracked using three nested cylindrical wire chambers
erating in a 1.5 T magnetic field. The tracking chambe
are surrounded by time-of-flight (TOF) counters and
electromagnetic calorimeter which provides excellentp0
reconstruction.
CandidateL1c baryons are reconstructed in the mod
pK2p1, pK0S , and Lp1, with K
0
S ! p
1p2 and L !
pp2. The momentum of theL1c is required to be less
than 2.3 GeVyc, which is the kinematic limit forL1c
baryons fromB meson decay. DaughterK0S and L can-
didates are reconstructed from oppositely charged tra
which form a detached vertex in the plane transve
to the beam direction. The invariant mass of theK0S
sLd is required to be within10.0 s3.0d MeVyc2 of the






















pairs of showers detected in the calorimeter which yie
a gg invariant mass within2.5s of the knownp0 mass
ss , 5 MeVd.
Particle identification is accomplished by combining t
specific ionization measurements from the central d
chamber with TOF information, if available, to deriv
probabilities for each charged track to be consistent w
the pion, kaon, and proton mass hypotheses. Pro
produced directly fromB decay are required to have
probability for the proton hypothesis greater than 5% a
a probability of less than 32% for the pion hypothesis [
Charged kaons and protons fromL1c decay are required to
have a probability for the appropriate hypothesis grea
than 5% and a probability of less than 5% for the pi
hypothesis [8]. For charged pions fromL1c decay and
protons fromL decay, the probability for the respectiv
particle hypothesis is required to be greater than 0.
[9]. No particle identification requirements are ma
for pion candidates fromB decay in order to improve
overall detection efficiency for low momentum pions an




6. We relax the requirement for protons fromB
decay compared to protons fromL1c decay to increase
our efficiency since the average momentum is greater
protons directly fromB decay. This is necessary becau
the efficiency of our particle identification decreases w
increasing momentum. The efficiencies of these part
identification requirements are derived from data us
high purity samples of protons, kaons, and pions from
decaysL ! pp2, Dp1 ! D0p1 with D0 ! K2p1,
andK0S ! p1p2, respectively.
To suppress continuum background, the normaliz
Fox-Wolfram second moment [10] is required to be le
than 0.35. The numbers ofL1c candidates from theYs4Sd
data and the continuum are determined separately, w
continuum data are scaled to account for the differen
in luminosity and center-of-mass energies. After su
tracting this contribution, theL1c yield from B decays is
3343 6 215.
Exclusive B decays are reconstructed by selecti
L1c candidates whose mass is within2.5s of the nomi-
nal mass and formingL1c psnpd and L1c psnpdp0 com-
binations, where snpd denotes up to four charge





i $pid2, where $pi is the












erthree-momentum vector for theith daughter of the
B candidate andEbeam is the beam energy. The resolu
tion of MB is about2.6 MeVyc2, a factor of 5 better than
the resolution in invariant mass, and is dominated by t
spread of the CESR beam energy.
For correctly reconstructedB mesons the measured
energy, Emeas, must equal the beam energy within th
experimental resolution. The width of the energy dif
ference distribution,DE ­ Emeas 2 Ebeam, is predicted
by Monte Carlo to be 10 to 16 MeV, depending on th
final state. We reduce the combinatorial background s
nificantly by requiringjDEj , 25 MeV. A further reduc-
tion in background is achieved by cutting onQB, the polar
angle of theB in the laboratory frame with respect to the
e1e2 axis. The distribution on cosQB is proportional to
sin2 QB for e1e2 ! Ys4Sd ! BB, whereas background
events are distributed nearly isotropically. We requir
j cosQBj , 0.9. If there are multiple candidates in an
event withMB . 5.2 GeVyc2 for a given decay channel,
the entry with the smallest absolute value ofDE is selected.
After application of these cuts, statistically significan





1p2, shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(c), respec
tively. TheMB signal distribution is fit using a Gaussian
signal of width equal to2.64 MeVyc2 and a background
function composed of a straight line with a parabolic kine
matic cutoff [11]. TheMB distributions from theDE
signal and sideband region are fit simultaneously to o
tain the slope of the background function. The fits yiel
12.014.423.8 events forB2 ! L1c pp
2, and 24.018.327.5 events
for B0 ! L1c pp
1p2.
The background contributions to theMB distribution
have been studied in several ways. The beam-constrai
mass distribution from combinations in theDE sideband
FIG. 1. MB distribution for B2 ! L1c pp
2 from (a) DE


















(defined as the region satisfying50 , jDEj , 100 MeV)
shows no enhancement in the signal region, sho
in Figs. 1(b) and 1(d) forB2 ! L1c pp
2 and B0 !
L1c pp
1p2, respectively. The background distribution
are fit with the background functional form describe
above. Similar distributions made from theL1c mass
sidebands and continuum data show no enhancemen
the signal region.
The DE distributions for B2 ! L1c pp
2 and B0 !
L1c pp
1p2 for the MB signal regions,2sd, and for the
MB sideband (defined as5.230 , MB , 5.260 GeVyc2),
are shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). TheDE distribution
from the MB signal region is fit using a Gaussian whos
width is fixed to the value predicted from Monte Carl
and a linear background function. After subtraction o
the contribution from theMB sideband, which also peaks
due to our selection criteria, the signal yield is10.1 6 5.0
events for B2 ! L1c pp




1p2, consistent with the yields from the
fits to the MB distributions. The yields from theMB
distributions are quoted, however, due to their grea
statistical significance.
The branching fractions are measured to be
B sB2 ! L1c pp
2d ­ s0.6210.2320.20 6 0.11 6 0.10d
3 1023,
B sB0 ! L1c pp
1p2d ­ s1.3310.4620.42 6 0.31 6 0.21d
3 1023,
where the first error is statistical, the second is systema
and the third error is due to uncertainty in theL1c
branching fractions [5].
Systematic uncertainties include contributions fro
particle identification requirements (10%), fitting proce
dures (8%–16%), charged track reconstruction (2% p





1p2 from MB signal region (histogram) and
sideband region (shaded histogram).3127















FIG. 3. MB distribution for (a) B
0
! L1c pp
0, (b) B2 !
L1c pp
2p0, (c) B 0 ! L1c pp
1p2p0, and (d) B2 !
L1c pp
1p2p2p0. The curve is the result of the fit and the
dotted line is the 90% C.L. upper limit.
track),p0 reconstruction efficiency (5% perp0), the num-
ber of BB events (2%), Monte Carlo statistics (2%–4%
secondary vertex finding (1%), and theL1c branching
fractions (16%). The assumption is made thatB2 !
L1c pp
2 sB0 ! L1c pp1p2d proceeds via phase spac
decay. The reconstruction efficiency decreases by
(6%) if the assumption is made that 16% of theL1c
baryons come fromS11c andS
0
c [4], which is taken as a
systematic error. The total systematic errors are betwe
(13%–23%), depending on the decay mode.
Figure 3 shows the distributions for decay mod
of the form B0 ! L1c psnpdp0, and Fig. 4 displays
FIG. 4. MB distribution for (a) B
0















TABLE I. Branching fraction results forB ! L1c psnpd,
L1c psnpdp0, and 90% C.L. upper limits.
B Mode Events B 3 103












20.42 6 0.31 6 0.21
L1c ppp
0 ,20.6 ,3.12
L1c p3p ,16.2 ,1.46
L1c p2pp
0 ,21.0 ,5.07
L1c p4p ,13.9 ,2.74
L1c p3pp
0 ,28.2 ,13.4
the decay modesB0 ! L1c p, B
2 ! L1c pp
2p1p2,
and B0 ! L1c pp
2p1p2p1. In all of theseB decay
modes no statistically significant signals are observ
and 90% C.L. upper limits are calculated and summariz
in Table I. Theoretical predictions exist for a numbe
of two-body B meson decays to charmed baryons an
the limit for B ! L1c p is below theoretical predictions,
which are in the range 0.04% to 0.19% [12].
In conclusion, we have made the first observation
exclusiveB decays to final states including the charme
baryonL1c . The branching fractions forB
2 ! L1c pp
2
and B0 ! L1c pp
1p2 have been measured and uppe
limits have been set on other decay modes.
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